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Course Plan

 8/1 – Course introduction, student polls

 8/3 – Network analysis: basics

 8/8 – Network analysis: static networks

 8/10 – Network analysis: dynamic networks

 8/15 – Social norms: evolution

 8/17 – Social norms: diffusion

 8/22 – Social norms: planned change

 8/24 – Political networks

 8/29 – Political networks

 8/31 – Political networks, network theory



Evaluation

 Here's how your final grade will be calculated:

 Problem Set #1 - 30% [due August 12 @ 11:59pm]

 Problem Set #2 - 30% [due August 19 @ 11:59pm]

 Research proposal - 40% [due September 2 @ 11:59pm; no final exam]

 Attendance at lecture is not required, but it is recommended because 

you'll have the opportunity to ask questions. All lectures will 

be recorded and posted on the corresponding Canvas page.







James Fowler - Connecting the 

Congress

 “[W]hat exactly does it mean to be connected?”

 "How do we observe the network of social connections between 

legislators?”

 “I study a network that provides substantial information about how 

legislators are connected to one another: the network of legislative 

cosponsorships.”

 “rules in both the House and the Senate dictate that only one legislator 

can claim sponsorship.”



James Fowler - Connecting the 

Congress

 “Using large-scale network analysis, I map the cosponsorship 

networks of all 280,000 pieces of legislation proposed in the U.S. 

House and Senate from 1973 to 2004. In these networks, a 

directional link can be drawn from each cosponsor of a piece of 
legislation to its sponsor since it represents support for the sponsor’s 

legislative efforts.

 “To ensure that the networks analyzed are relatively static, I partition the 

data by chamber and Congress to create 32 separate cosponsorship 

networks.”



James Fowler - Connecting the 

Congress

 “Several scholars have studied individual motivations for 

cosponsorship…there have also been a number of studies that seek 

to understand aggregate cosponsorship behavior.”

 “I posit that cosponsorship contains important information about the 

social support network between legislators. For purposes of 

illustration, consider two different kinds of cosponsorship, active and 

passive.”

 Active: An active cosponsor actually helps write or promote legislation

 Passive: a passive cosponsor will merely sign on to legislation she 

supports.



James Fowler - Connecting the Congress

 “Table 1 shows that the mean average 
distances for each chamber and Congress 
are quite short, suggesting that legislative 
networks are very densely connected.”

 “In the Senate the mean average distance
ranges from 1.17 to 1.51, whereas in the 
House it ranges from 1.58 to 1.95. In other 
words, in the Senate the average member 
is directly connected to nearly all the other 
Senators, whereas in the House the 
average member tends to be indirectly 
connected through at most a single 
intermediary to all the other 
Representatives.



James Fowler - Connecting the Congress

 “Figure 1 shows two examples of these 
distance calculations for the 108th House. 
Interestingly, the representative who 
received the most unique cosponsorships
was Representative Randy ‘‘Duke’’ 
Cunningham, who was forced to resign 

when it was discovered that he had been 
taking payments to influence other 
legislators in order to get defense contracts 
approved.”



James Fowler - Connecting the Congress

 “Cunningham received 
cosponsorships from 421 legislators 
and thus had a distance of 1 to 
each of them. The remaining 16 
legislators to whom he had no direct 
connection were cosponsors on bills 
sponsored by one of the 421 
legislators to whom he did have a 
direct connection. These legislators 
had a distance of 2. Thus, the 
average distance between 
Cunningham and the other 
legislators in the network was 1.04.”



James Fowler - Connecting the Congress

 “At the other extreme, Harold Rogers 
received a direct cosponsorship by a 
single individual—Representative 
Zach Wamp. Wamp received 
support from three other individuals, 
who in turn received support from 
319 representatives. The remaining 
114 individuals cosponsored at least 
one bill by someone in the group of 
319. Thus, Rogers had a distance of 1 
to 1 legislator, 2 to 3 legislators, 3 to 
319 legislators, and 4 to 114, for an 
average distance of 3.25.”



James Fowler - Connecting the Congress

 Centrality: “Who is the most central legislator? 
Table 3 presents the scores and names of the 
top performers on each of these traditional 
measures of importance by chamber and 
Congress.”

 “The first two columns show the total number 
of bills sponsored and the total number of 
unique cosponsors (degree centrality), 
respectively. These values should have a 
strong relationship with other measures of 
centrality since they reflect the total number 
of opportunities for cosponsorship and the 
breadth of direct support an individual 
receives from other legislators. Column two 
also presents closeness centrality scores.”
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James Fowler - Connecting the Congress

 Connectedness: “We can now use these 
weights to create a measure of legislative 
connectedness. Suppose the direct 
distance from legislator j to legislator i is the 
simple inverse of the cosponsorship
weights…We can use these distances to 
calculate the shortest distance between 
any two legislators.”

 “…we can expect a legislator ranked at the 
95th percentile for connectedness to pass 
3.13 times more amendments than a 
legislator ranked at the fifth percentile.”
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James Fowler and Sangick Jeon - The 
Authority of Supreme Court Precedent

 Background: “Legal historians suggest that justices in the 19th 

Century responded to the crisis of legitimacy by strengthening the 

norm of stare decisis, a legal norm inherited from English common 

law that encourages judges to follow precedent by letting the past 
decision stand.”

 “Recognizing that legitimacy is essential to achieve their policy 

objectives, the members of the Court justify their substantive rulings 

through court opinions, which allow the justices to demonstrate how 
their decisions are consistent with existing legal rules and principles 

established in prior cases.”



James Fowler and Sangick Jeon - The 
Authority of Supreme Court Precedent

 “[T]he literature has ignored a rich source of accessible information 

about the role of precedent—the assessments of the justices 

themselves.”

 “Each judicial citation contained in an opinion is essentially a latent 

judgment about the case cited. When justices write opinions, they 

spend time researching the law and selecting precedents to 

support their arguments. Thus, the citation behavior of the Court’s 

provides information about which precedents serve important roles 
in the development of American law.”



James Fowler and Sangick Jeon - The 
Authority of Supreme Court Precedent

 “[W]e describe a network analysis procedure...that aggregates the 
latent judgments in the citation network into authority scores and 
hub scores.”

 “The authority score of a case depends on the number of times it is 
cited and the quality of the cases that cite it. Symmetrically, the hub 
score of a case depends on the number of cases it cites and the 
quality of the cases cited.”

 “Thus, authority scores indicate the degree to which a case is 
thought to be important for resolving other important issues that 
come before the Court, while hub scores indicate the degree to 
which a case is well-grounded in previous important rulings.”



James Fowler and Sangick Jeon - The 
Authority of Supreme Court Precedent

 “Of course, not all judicial citations represent a reliance on authority. 
It is possible that opinion writers sometimes cite a case just to 
mention it in passing or because they disagree. However, regardless 
of the content, each citation is a latent judgment by the justice who 
authors it about which cases are most important for resolving 
questions that face the Court.”

 “Since legal rules are cited to provide convincing legal justifications, 
the fact that the opinion writer choose to cite a case in an opinion 
rather than leave it out suggests that the citation, even if it is not a 
reliance on authority, provides applicable information about the 
role of various precedents in the legal network.”



James Fowler and Sangick Jeon - The 
Authority of Supreme Court Precedent

 “We show that cases with high authority scores are much more likely 
than others to appear on lists of “landmark” cases chosen by legal 
experts and political scientists for their “importance” and “salience.” 

 “Authority scores also predict which cases experts will identify as 
important in the future—all without incorporating any information 
about the content of these decisions.”

 “Another virtue of the network analysis approach is that we can 
determine which rulings were thought to be most important and 
which were most carefully grounded in prior precedent at any point 
in time. This allows us to test several hypotheses about the rise and 
fall of precedent.”



James Fowler and Sangick Jeon - The 
Authority of Supreme Court Precedent

 “Fig. 2 shows the distribution of inward 
citations (number of times each case 
was cited) and outward citations (the 
number of other cases each case cites) 
in the judicial precedent network on log-
log plots. Notice that the vast majority of 
decisions are cited by only a few cases, 
but there are a few decisions that are 
widely cited. Similarly, most decisions 
contain only a few citations, but there 
are a few decisions that cite a large 
number of cases. This feature is common 
to large scale networks.”



James Fowler and Sangick Jeon - The 
Authority of Supreme Court Precedent

 “Goodhart argues that by 1900, the 
doctrine of stare decisis was in full effect 
(1930, p. 180). However, Fig. 3 shows that 
the average number of inward and 
outward citations continued to rise in the 
20th Century.”

 “As the norm of stare decisis becomes 
better established, there should also be an 
increasing number of cases which cite at 
least one precedent in order to justify the 
decision…starting in about 1800 there is a 
slow and steady increase in the practice. 
This increase levels off by 1900, when about 
90% of the cases are citing precedent.”



James Fowler and Sangick Jeon - The 
Authority of Supreme Court Precedent

 “Figs. 3 and 4 also show a sharp decrease 
in average number of outward citations 
and the portion of cases that do not cite  
any precedents during the Warren Court 
(1953–1969). These changes are consistent 
with our understanding of the Warren Court 
as an “activist” court that not only 
overruled more precedents than any other 
court...but revolutionized Constitutional 
law.”



James Fowler and Sangick Jeon - The 
Authority of Supreme Court Precedent

 “The only two courts that could have cited 
Warren Court precedents are the more 
conservative Burger (1969–1986) and 
Rehnquist (1986–2005) Courts. Although the 
opinions written by these Courts contained 
some of the highest average outward 
citations in the history of the Supreme 
Court, the Warren Court precedents 
nonetheless experience a sharp drop in 
inward citations. This suggests that there is 
something about precedents established 
during the period that is causing them to 
be neglected in subsequent cases.”



James Fowler and Sangick Jeon - The 
Authority of Supreme Court Precedent

 “From a legal perspective, one 
possible explanation may be the 

weak legal basis of the Warren Court 

precedents resulting from the lack of 

outward citations. In the words of 

one scholar, “Warren Court decisions 

did not articulate specific doctrinal 

analyses, and therefore did not 

provide firm guidance for future 

Courts””



James Fowler and Sangick Jeon - The 
Authority of Supreme Court Precedent

 “A recent advance in social network 
theory (Kleinberg, 1998) allows us to 
draw on both inward and outward 
citations for assessing importance. This 
procedure relies conceptually on two 
different kinds of important cases, hubs 
and authorities.”

 “A hub is a case that cites many other 
decisions, helping to define which 
legally relevant decisions are pertinent 
to a given precedent, while an 
authority is a case that is widely cited 
by other decisions.”



James Fowler and Sangick Jeon - The 
Authority of Supreme Court Precedent

 “Most cases act as both hubs and 
authorities, and the degree to which 
cases fulfill these roles is mutually 
reinforcing within the precedent 
network. A case that is a good hub 
cites many good authorities, and a 
case that is a good authority is cited 
by many good hubs.”

 “The resulting hub and authority scores 
allow us to identify the key precedents 
in the network—precedents that are 
influential (authorities) and precedents 
that are well founded in law (hubs).”
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James Fowler and Sangick Jeon - The 
Authority of Supreme Court Precedent

 “Although expert evaluations tell us 
which cases are presently 
considered most important, we do 
not have information about how 
these evaluations have changed 
over a long time period.”

 “One virtue of the authority score 
method is that we can use it to 
examine the rise and fall of a 
precedent’s importance with 
respect to the continuously evolving 
legal network.”



James Fowler and Sangick Jeon - The 
Authority of Supreme Court Precedent

 “Cases that have not received much 
attention in the network of precedent are 
less likely to have an influence over future 
decisions and less in need of revision. Thus, 
we hypothesize that when the Court 
overrules previous decisions, it tends to 
choose cases with high authority scores.”

 “A brief look at the data confirms this 
expectation—cases that were overturned 
had an average authority score of 0.016 
(S.E. 0.002) at the time they were 
overturned compared to an average 
authority score of 0.004 (S.E. 0.000) for other 
cases.”



James Fowler and Sangick Jeon - The 
Authority of Supreme Court Precedent

 “The establishment of state and federal 
powers remained the focus of the Court’s 
efforts until shortly after the Great 
Depression and the New Deal. When 
Warren became Chief Justice of the Court 
in 1953, the due process cases still held 
important positions in the precedent 
network...”

 “However, as Fig. 9 illustrates, the civil rights 
revolution changes the Court’s focus once 
again as Minnesota, Gibbons, and 
McCulloch decline and First Amendment 
cases like Cantwell and Thornhill versus 
Alabama (1940) begin to rise.”



James Fowler and Sangick Jeon - The 
Authority of Supreme Court Precedent

 “What is striking in this figure is how 
sensitive the authority scores are to 

general changes in the issue focus of 

the Court. Notice how the authority 

of the commerce rules decline 

nearly in unison as the civil liberties 

rules become more influential.”



Hafner-Burton, Kahler and Montgomery -
Network Analysis for International Relations

 “Networks in international relations have typically been treated as a mode of 
organization, one that displays neither the hierarchical character of states and 
conventional international organizations nor the ephemeral bargaining 
relationships of markets. The lens of network analysis offers a broader and 
contrasting view: networks are sets of relations that form structures, which in turn 
may constrain and enable agents.”

 “The neorealist concept of structure, based on the distribution of material 
capabilities across units, has typically dominated international relations.”

 “A network approach, by contrast, defines structures as emergent properties of 
persistent patterns of relations among agents that can define, enable, and 
constrain those agents.”
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Hafner-Burton, Kahler and Montgomery -
Network Analysis for International Relations

 “Network analysis addresses the associations among nodes rather than 

the attributes of particular nodes. It is grounded in three principles: 

nodes and their behaviors are mutually dependent, not autonomous.” 

 “…ties between nodes can be channels for transmission of both 

material (for example, weapons, money, or disease) and nonmaterial 

products (for example, information, beliefs, and norms); and persistent 

patterns of association among nodes create structures that can define, 

enable, or restrict the behavior of nodes...

 “[N]o assumptions are made about the homogeneity or other 

characteristics of the nodes or ties.”



Hafner-Burton, Kahler and Montgomery -
Network Analysis for International Relations

 “Most networks face a tradeoff between efficiency and robustness: 

redundant links make a network more robust, but they may also 

make it operate less efficiently.”

 “The innovations of network analysis challenge conventional views 

of power in international relations.”

 “Pursuit of network power favors agent strategies that differ from 

those in conventional international politics.”



Hafner-Burton, Kahler and Montgomery -
Network Analysis for International Relations

 “If the proposition that social power is based on network centrality is 
correct, then strategies of membership in international institutions may 
reflect more than simple calculations of interest in a particular 
organization or its benefits+ The access that international institutions and 
agreements grant to larger networks may be as important as the 
content of the agreement itself.”

 “Unilateralism, which sacrifices the social power of networks, becomes 
less attractive as networks become denser.”

 “Network power may offset other forms of power in international 
politics, but network power may also be self-reinforcing and ultimately 
deepen other inequalities in the international system.”



Zeev Maoz - Preferential Attachment, Homophily 
and the Structure of International Networks

 “An analysis of alliance and trade networks over the 1816 ( 1870)-

2003 period reveals strong evidence that alliance networks are 

affected by homophily processes. Trade networks form via a 

preferential attachment process. The tendency of international 
networks to evolve according to such processes increases over 

time. I discuss the implications of these results.”
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Zeev Maoz - Preferential Attachment, Homophily 
and the Structure of International Networks

 “all the components that go into the homophily index have a 
statistically significant impact on the probability of alliance and trade 
links.”

 “both preferential attachment and homophily considerations have a 
significant effect on alliance and trade choices. Running the 
preferential attachment and the homophily models separately 
maintains these results. This provides dyadic evidence for both the PA 
and HO network formation models.”

 “…on average throughout the 1816-2004 period, about 47.3% of the states 
were isolates.”

 “the effects of homophily processes are considerably stronger for 
alliance networks than for trade networks.”



Zeev Maoz - Preferential Attachment, Homophily 
and the Structure of International Networks

 “…the alliance degree distribution does not seem to fit well any specific power-
law distribution. On the other hand, the trade degree distribution seems to 
provide a good fit to a power-law distribution…”

 “There is strong evidence that trade networks were formed according to the 
preferential attachment model. The fit between the degree distribution of trade 
networks and the power-law distribution is exceptionally strong. The maximum 
chi-square score of the difference between the trade degree distribution and 
the power-law distribution is observed in 1920…”

 “the goodness of fit between the degree distribution of trade net works and 
a power-law distribution increases over time, despite the increased degrees 
of freedom.”
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Zeev Maoz - Preferential Attachment, Homophily 
and the Structure of International Networks

 “On the other hand, the fit between the alliance degree distribution and the 
power-law distribution is almost never statistically significant. The only exceptions 
are the years 1816-1820…”

 “This…confirms the PA process of trade formation that we have seen at the 
dyadic level, but disconfirms the PA process of alliances and defense pacts. This 
suggests that while states' choice of allies may be affected by the centrality of 
candidates, the degree of preferential attachment as a guiding principle is not 
as strong as we would expect.”

 “[T]he fit between the degree distribution of alliance networks and a power-law 
distribution worsens with time. This suggests that PA considerations have become 
increasingly prominent in the formation of trade links over time. In contrast, such 
considerations became less prominent in alliance formation behavior as time 
progressed.”
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Zeev Maoz - Preferential Attachment, Homophily 
and the Structure of International Networks

 “The number of components is far lower for trade networks than for alliance networks, 
and the group centralization of trade networks is significantly higher than for alliance 
networks. In contrast, transitivity is significantly higher for alliance networks and lower 
for trade networks.”

 “Trade networks form according to a PA logic: new trade links between states are a 
function of the trade centrality of each.”

 “Alliance networks are influenced by HO processes. States tend to form alliance links 
with "similar" states.”

 “This evidence spans levels of analysis…[and] highlights the tremendous value of 
network analysis for international relations. Specifically, this approach allows us to 
identify the linkages between micro-level processes, such as the factors that affect 
the choices of individual units, and macro-level consequences-discernible structures 
in international politics.”



David Lake and Danielle Jung -

Markets, Hierarchies and Networks 

 “Markets, hierarchies, and networks are widely understood to be the three 
primary forms of social organization. In this article, we study the choice between 
these forms in a general, agent-based model (ABM) of cooperation. The 
organizational ecology is the product, an emergent property, of the set of 
choices made by agents contingent on their individual attributes and beliefs 
about the population of agents.”

 “In this article, we study the choice between markets, hierarchies, and networks 
in a general, agent-based model(ABM) of cooperation. Agents choose to 
cooperate or not in a market, hierarchy, or network as a function of their 
individual attributes and their beliefs about the attributes of the other agents 
with whom they may interact. 

 “The set of organizations in a population—the organizational ecology—is an 
emergent property of the choices made by agents.”



David Lake and Danielle Jung -

Markets, Hierarchies and Networks 

““The problem of cooperation is characterized here as a repeated two-player 
Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) game.”

“Our model reveals theoretical limitations and inconsistencies in existing theories. 
In the case of transnational networks, for instance, we focus on the information 
value of networks and find that, contrary to much of the existing literature, networks 
rapidly decline in use. Selective affinity causes networks to be robust, on the other 
hand, suggesting it is not information but the opportunity to select partners which 
sustains networks in everyday life.”

“By highlighting interaction effects  and population dynamics, the ABM also offers 
new explanations for phenomena absent from purely verbal and even two-player, 
closed-form formal models. In the case of social capital, we show the value of 
population models in explaining phase shifts in behavior now unexplained in the 
literature.”



David Lake and Danielle Jung -

Markets, Hierarchies and Networks 

“Finally, the model generates new theoretical insights. Again, in the social 

capital literature, we demonstrate how hierarchy is a viable alternative to 

social networks and may more accurately characterize modern American 

society than market interactions. Similarly, in a simple depiction of the 

emergence of political hierarchy, we not only derive the core logic of 

Hobbes’s Leviathan from the model, but also show how hierarchy can emerge 

even when the ruler has preferences that are extreme or distant from the 

mean of society. This produces important insights into the nature of autocratic 

rule.”



David Lake and Danielle Jung -

Markets, Hierarchies and Networks 

 “We find that the informational benefits of networks are somewhat 
limited, valuable only to actors with contingent strategies, such as 
tit-for-tat within a Prisoner’s Dilemma, who can learn from the 
knowledge of others.”

 “In a static population with no exogenous changes in the attributes 
of agents, the informational benefits of networks quickly decline as 
agents develop their own histories of play with others. When 
permitted to choose other agents with whom to interact within their 
networks, however, all types of agents may join, yet this permits not 
only cooperation but also exploitation by “bullies” and offers a far 
less sanguine view of networks than is common.”



David Lake and Danielle Jung -

Markets, Hierarchies and Networks 

 “Conversely, hierarchy is preferred in relatively “nastier” populations 
with larger numbers of uncooperative and opportunistic agents. 
Paradoxically, it is the most cooperative agents who first join hierarchies 
to reap the benefits of centralized enforcement when the population 
turns nasty. In many cases, population dynamics create phase shifts in 
which agents flip from one organization to another as a result of small 
changes in their environments, captured by varying different 
parameters in our model.”

 “. This dark side of networks is not anticipated in the theoretical 
literature…selective affinity both sustains networks and drives some nice 
strategy types who would otherwise remain in the network into the 
hierarchy.…networks may not only facilitate cooperation but also 
create opportunities for exploitation.”



David Lake and Danielle Jung -

Markets, Hierarchies and Networks 

 “Networks as a source of information only quickly become obsolete 
with time (rounds of the game)...Networks are valued for the 
information about other agents they can provide.”

 “[T]he larger the population, the less likely networks are to be 
selected by agents (see Figure 2b). It might seem that larger 
populations favor networks as it takes more rounds of the game for 
agents to acquire direct knowledge of other agents and, therefore, 
networks are more valuable. Yet, for networks of a given size, larger 
populations also mean that the network is less likely to return 
information useful to the agent about the agent with whom it is 
randomly paired.”
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David Lake and Danielle Jung -

Markets, Hierarchies and Networks 

 “In all of our representations…a similar pattern emerges in which payoffs in 
hierarchy are higher than in markets and payoffs in markets are generally 
higher than in networks...Our analysis suggests that agents may be better 
off under hierarchy in a world with less social capital than in networks in a 
world with greater social capital.”

 “counterintuitively, as a population becomes nastier, it is the nicer types of 
agents who join the hierarchy first, and the nastiest types who join last”

 “the ABM also explains why hierarchies can be stable over long periods…If 
both are in the hierarchy and agent j cooperates with agent i, i cannot 
learn whether j cooperated because it “wanted to” or did so only under 
threat of punishment…autocracy can emerge due to the cooperation it 
facilitates even when levels of distrust within the population are high.”



David Lake and Danielle Jung -

Markets, Hierarchies and Networks 

 “individuals…voluntarily subordinate themselves to a hierarchy even 
with extreme preferences—because the coercive power of the state is 
believed to be the only mechanism for ensuring cooperation in a 
sufficiently nasty population.”

 “This implies autocracy is most likely when many individuals believe 
others will exploit them or do not trust one another to cooperate in 
market or even networked interactions.”

 “This further implies that autocratic hierarchs drive wedges between 
individuals and groups not to suppress collective action, as traditionally 
understood in the notion of divide and conquer, but to exacerbate the 
lack of trust otherwise necessary for self-enforcing cooperation in 
markets or networks.”



David Lake 
and Danielle 
Jung - Markets, 
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David A. Siegel - Social Networks 

and Collective Action

 “[S]ome metrics for networks’ influence—size, the prevalence of weak 
ties, the presence of elites—have a more complex interaction with 
network structure and individual motivations than has been previously 
acknowledged.”

 “To clarify the role of network structure and so allow questions like these 
to be addressed, I propose and analyze a model of aggregate 
behavior that includes the explicit pathways across which individuals 
influence each other.”

 “I focus on a particular form of influence, in which individuals become 
more likely to participate the more others do as well, though the 
underlying cause of this influence (e.g., information, social pressure, 
sanctioning, or safety in numbers) can vary by substantive area.”



David A. Siegel - Social Networks 

and Collective Action

 Findings: “the relationship  between network size and aggregate 

participation is conditional on the distribution of individual 

motivations in the population, as well as on network structure. 

People who have intrinsically low motivations—and thus need more 
urging to participate—can be discouraged by an excess of network 

connections, particularly if these ties are “weak” in the sense of 

Granovetter (1973). Besides illustrating the conditional nature of 

weak ties, this suggests that increasing network size will have 

different effects in different varieties of participation.”



David A. Siegel - Social Networks 

and Collective Action

 “When participation requires little urging, size should be positively 

correlated to aggregate participation regardless of the structure of 

the network. When it is very costly, however, size is likely to have 

more mixed, network-dependent effects. This raises the issue of 
selection bias; if one only observes successful social movements or 

only considers certain forms of political participation, one risks 

overgeneralizing about the role of network size.”



David A. Siegel - Social Networks 

and Collective Action

 “[L]ike weak ties, the power of social elites depends strongly on the 

structure of the network in which they reside. The fact that elites are 

in a privileged position in the network does not imply they 

necessarily have a strong influence on aggregate levels of 
participation, as the hierarchy example above indicates. If elites 

cannot control their networks, therefore, their power to effect 

change may be greatly lessened.”



David A. Siegel - Social Networks 

and Collective Action

 “[L]ike weak ties, the power of social elites depends strongly on the 

structure of the network in which they reside. The fact that elites are 

in a privileged position in the network does not imply they 

necessarily have a strong influence on aggregate levels of 
participation, as the hierarchy example above indicates. If elites 

cannot control their networks, therefore, their power to effect 

change may be greatly lessened.”



David A. Siegel - Social Networks 

and Collective Action

 “In sum, then, there is extensive evidence that the structure of 

networks, in terms both of the pattern of connections and of the 

way in which individuals are distributed across them, alters 

aggregate outcomes.”

 “…initial distributions of motivations that produce identical levels of 

participation in the first period can lead to very different subsequent 

behavioral dynamics, due to the way in which the shape of the 

network structures the way individuals perceive others’ 
participation.”



David A. Siegel - Social Networks and 
Collective Action

 “this example is illustrative of the two paths 
the evolution of this model generally takes.”

 “In the first, participation spreads sufficiently 
widely so as to cause a cascade, leading 
to very high levels of participation in 
equilibrium.”

 “In the second, participation spread stalls 
at some point, and only lower levels are 
achieved. Which path is taken depends on 
both the distribution of motivations within 
the population and on the structure of 
network ties.”



David A. Siegel - Social Networks and 
Collective Action

 “The lesson of this quick analysis will arise 
repeatedly in more complex settings. 
Increasing network size and  altering 
network structure may have significant 
results in some settings but not in others; 
where any particular case falls depends on 
the distribution of internal motivations in the 
population.”

 “Interdependency thus enters in a 
fundamentally interactive way, and 
empirical models seeking to understand its 
impact must take this into account.”



David A. Siegel - Social Networks and 
Collective Action

 “Motivations and network structure are thus 
intricately linked. To understand better how, 
consider again  Figure 1. In the strong class, 
both networks achieve equally high levels 
of participation, but the Random one does 
so more efficiently, with fewer links. In the 
weak class, this is no longer the case. While 
the Random network again reaches its 
peak faster than the Ring, that peak is less 
than half as high as the Ring’s. Now there is 
a true trade-off: efficiency but little 
participation, versus relative inefficiency 
with considerable participation.”



David A. Siegel - Social Networks and 
Collective Action

 “The difference between networks is 
due to the interplay of two 

fundamental properties. The first, 

associated with what is called the 

clustering coefficient, is the degree 

to which individuals’ local networks 

overlap has upon one’s perception 

of the local participation rate.”



David A. Siegel - Social Networks and 
Collective Action

 “The second property, associated with 
what is called path length, is the ability of a 
behavior to spread across a network. 
Specifically, it is the ability of a behavior to 
spread out of the enclaves of participation 
to the wider network. Again there is the 
trade-off: improving the ability of a network 
to spread behavior also decreases the 
effectiveness of enclaves of participation. 
Spreading a behavior requires ties to 
individuals outside the enclave, but these 
dilute the power of the enclave, exposing 
its members to outside individuals who 
might not share their motivations.”



David A. Siegel - Social Networks and 
Collective Action

 “To see how this trade-off accounts 
for the differences observed both 

within and between the plots in 

Figure 1, note that the Ring has a 

significant degree of overlap in local 

networks, and so encourages 

enclaves of participation. Any 

behavioral spread, however,must 

follow its rigid structure; thus it does 

not support quick spreading of 
behavior.”



David A. Siegel - Social Networks and 
Collective Action

 “In contrast, the Random network is 
in many ways the Ring’s opposite. 

Connections can be made to 

anyone, and so behavior can spread 

easily across the Random network. 

This randomness also means that 

there is little overlap between local 

networks, though, and thus it does 

not encourage small enclaves well.”



David A. Siegel - Social Networks and 
Collective Action

 “In the weak motivation class encouragement 
of enclaves is more important than behavioral 
spread, as it is likely that few of those to whom 
one is connected will be participating early 
on, and so it is particularly important to 
maximize each rabble-rouser’s impact. In the 
strong class, in contrast, early participation is 
more common, and so small enclaves are less 
needed to achieve significant participation 
levels in equilibrium. Accordingly, the Random 
network’s greater ability to spread behavior 
allows it to do so more efficiently than the 
Ring, without much worry about diluting 
enclaves.”


